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ePowerHouse
The Real-Time Internet Portal to Your WMS
V I S I B I L I TY

Provides real-time access to warehouse

ePowerHouse provides complete

data to monitor inventories and key

business transparency to

performance indicators

improve decision making and
Lets you track the status of expected

supply chain efficiency

receipts and order fulfillment productivity
throughout your supply chain

COLLABORATION
Enables sharing of crucial

Improves accuracy and customer service

warehouse and fulfillment

by enabling orders and receipts to be

information with trusted partners

entered directly into PowerHouse/WMS

through a secure interface
Supports comprehensive reporting with
access to detailed warehouse and

CONTROL

inventory data
Real-time warehouse metrics
and supply chain visibility
enables a responsive supply
chain and puts you in control

Virtualization of the supply chain is requiring companies

ePowerHouse is an invaluable tool and a competitive

to find ways to access and share increasing amounts of

edge for companies in the increasingly technology

information about the status of their inventory, receipts,

driven services industry. At home in the 3PL

shipments, performance metrics and much more.

environment, ePowerHouse is the handshake

Businesses require tools to enable real-time visibility,

between the client’s business and their logistics

collaboration between partners and the ability to control

services provider. With ePowerHouse, 3PL clients

their supply chains more effectively. ePowerHouse is the

have access to inventory data, the status of receipts

secure web interface to your PowerHouse/WMS

and orders, warehouses utilization, as well as

Enterprise that provides the necessary visibility,

numerous KPIs.

collaboration and control needed to optimize your supply

Utilizing rolls based security; users and 3PL clients

chain.

are granted access to their company’s data only,

Because ePowerHouse can be accessed from any

maintaining complete control of proprietary business

internet browser, it is ideal for managers on the move that

information.

need to stay informed wherever they are and Third Party
Logistics companies whose clients require access to realtime warehouse activities and inventory data.

ePowerHouse & Your PowerHouse/WMS-TMS
ePowerHouse is the convenient internet portal to the vast amounts
of data managed by your PowerHouse Supply Chain Execution
systems. ePowerHouse also provides an easy to use interface that
enables the entry of new data such as orders, receipts and items.

SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

ePowerHouse is an extension of PowerHouse/WMS the premier

QSSI solutions improve supply chain

warehouse management system that optimizes productivity and
ensures inventory accuracy. PowerHouse/WMS features

efficiency, accuracy and visibility

unmatched configurability and the flexibility to manage virtually any
with advanced systems that promote

type or size of business.

warehouse innovation

Regardless of whether you are in the apparel industry, third party
logistics, automotive, manufacturing, foods, retail, publishing or
pharmaceuticals, PowerHouse/WMS has the functionality to address

C O M M I TM E N T & S U P P O R T

the unique requirements of your business.

We understand your business and
are committed to providing the
highest quality support to ensure you

Your supply chain wouldn’t be complete without the Powerhouse/TMS transportation advantage. Together
PowerHouse TMS & WMS solutions work to streamline your warehouse processes and optimize your delivery
operations with ePowerHouse providing a unified open view of your business.

get the maximum benefit from your
PowerHouse solution.

ePowerHouse Features
Value

SERVICES AVAILABLE

PowerHouse solutions add value to

High performance real-time internet accessibility to your

your company by enabling you to get

WMS system

the most out of your supply chain
operations, promoting best practices
partner collaboration and
outstanding inventory control.

Warehouse Management
Transportation Management

The ability to monitor the status of orders, shipments
and deliveries

Internet Accessibility
FastTrack Solutions

A solution that is ideal for Third Party Logistics to

Materials Automations

communicate with their clients

Process Management

Comprehensive reporting, inquiry and export utilities

Hosted Solutions
Application & Hardware Support

The capability to enter orders, receipts, items, customer
information and more directly into PowerHouse
Secure, rolls based security
Exceptional business transparency
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